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Sonexa via API and ta collect the measured values via REST interface; for this 

purpose, we are in contact with renowned companies for industry solutions. For 

monitoring purposes, e.g. for industrial or commercial properties, we will enable direct 

access ta the data on our message queue - all E2E encrypted because data security is 

important ta us.

Inside Sontex 

Name, surname: Perez Esther 

Number of years at Sontex: 28 years 

Position: Employee in the production team 

Hobbies: Walking and being outside in nature 

My contribution ta the environment: We do a lot of waste segregation in our household 

Why Sontex: From the beginning, l liked the work environment and the human dimension 

of the company. Working in a small team means that you have ta be versatile, which 

makes the tasks less monotonous. The human and very open dimension of the company 

has also always enabled me ta combine my work and my family life. 

My contribution ta Sontex: My personal responsibility ta maintain a high Level of product 

quality. 

My personal slogan: Stay positive in all situations and smile at life. 

Enbra talks about Sontex 

ENBRA is a purely Czech company with a strong family tradition. This year, we are 
celebrating a very significant anniversary. ENBRA was founded in 1991 and has been on 
the Czech market far 3 0 yea rs. 
Originally, we started our business in the field of water and heat measuring. Gradually, 
we expanded our portfolio of products and services ta heating, cooling and ventilation 
systems. 
ln the early days of our business, we concentrated mainly on selling goods ta companies 
and wholesalers. These days, we focus much more on getting doser ta our customers 
thanks ta the perfect service and maximum expertise that we offer. Our goal is ta provide 
an individual solution tailored ta the needs of every customer. 
Sontex has been one of the first suppliers that ENBRA started cooperating with in the 
very beginning of our business and it still remains one of our most valued partners. We 
sell tens of thousands of heat meters every year, which makes a pretty large amount in 
the joint history of Enbra and Sontex. We highly value the relationship with Sontex that 
have grown from business-like ta family-like throughout all those years. 
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Our team is growing and five new colleagues have 
recently joined us. 
Nikolaos Zormpalas has been strengthening our internal 
sales team since May 2021. 
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